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Kargil War: India Dossier 

While the Kargil War Cabinet did not exist as it does in this dossier, these 

positions are composed of real roles in India’s Government, various military branches, 

or  intelligence agencies. This cabinet is crafted so our committee is made up of all 

positions necessary to carry out effective planning and communication for the imminent 

war in Kargil. Your chair will act as India’s President, Kocheril Raman Narayanan. 

Additionally, this dossier is ordered by the position’s relevance to our particular 

purpose,  not by India’s cabinet structure. 

 

*indicates that the individual holding your position has been given a fictitious name, 

while your portfolio powers are accurate to Indian history 

 

1. Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee 

Vajpayee currently holds the seat of Prime Minister, India’s Head of Government, 

chiefly  in charge of all Executive matters. The Prime Minister traditionally acts as head 

of  the Council of Ministers and advisor to India’s president. Additionally, the Prime 

Minister oversees the Department of Atomic Energy, which has become quite active in 

recent  years. Earlier this year, Vajpayee attempted to to push for negotiating a peace 

process with Pakistan in order to resolve the dispute over Kashmir. With the current 

action in Kargil, the public begins to question what Vajpayee’s stance will be towards 

Pakistan. While it seems the public is in favor of ending the dispute once and for all with 

a resolute military victory, many are left waiting for Vajpayee to release a statement on 



the  movements in Kargil. Despite being head of the Council of Ministers, his direct 

action in Kargil will be limited, relying on the work of intelligence agencies like RAW 

and Defense to make policy decisions. 

 

2. Minister of Defence George Fernandes 

Fernandes  recently rose to this esteemed position in the Union Council, obtaining 

overall  responsibility for vital government functions relating to national security and 

India’s  Armed Forces. Currently, the Ministry of Defence has the largest budget out of 

all federal  departments in India, and Fernandes has already stated his plans for 

expanding  India’s  defence budget. While the President acts as the Armed Forces’ 

supreme  commander, the Minister of Defence administers policy framework and 

allocates resources to the Armed Forces in order to provide adequate protection to the 

country.  While only recently arising to Minister of Defence, he has great confidence in 

India’s  military and intelligence capabilities and has not yet acknowledged the recent 

intelligence  failure in Kargil. 

 

3. Director of Research and Analysis Wing  (RAW)  Chanda Nayar* 

Leading India’s  premier intelligence agency, the Director holds great responsibilities. 

The  Director and the agency focus on promoting India’s strategic external interests, 

including gathering foreign intelligence, countering terrorism, and promoting 

counter-proliferation.  Moreover, RAW advises India’s policymakers and advances the 

nation’s  foreign interests. Since the agency’s founding in 1986, RAW has risen to the 



forefront  of India’s  national power. The Director is required to report directly to India’s 

Prime Minister and to provide vital input and analysis in order for the government to 

make  decisions. While RAW is considered an elite intelligence agency, the Director is 

currently facing backlash for the agency’s failure in anticipating the Pakistani force’s 

movements  in Kargil. Most politicians argue RAW failed in quickly reporting the 

incursion in Kashmir and are naming this the greatest intelligence failure in India’s 

history. Critics also denounce RAW for its seeming unwillingness to cooperate with 

India’s  other intelligence agencies. 

 

4. Chief of the Army Staff Ved Prakash Malik 

“V P”  Malik is a four-star General, currently serving as Chief of the Army Staff, the 

highest  ranking office in the Army. Before his time as General, Malik worked up the 

ranks, most notably commanding Infantry Brigades in Kashmir. Malik was awarded 

multiple  distinctions for his exceptional performance in commanding these brigades. 

The  soldiers are familiar with Malik’s hardline decisions. The General is known for 

electing non-conventional tactics, such as utilizing human shields or sending the 

captured opposing army’s soldiers into prisons. Malik has admitted he acts in this 

manner  because he doubts the Government’s capabilities and thinks the bureaucracy’s 

infighting  occupies most of the Government’s time. In this pressing time, he believes 

only  the Armed forces can pick up the Government’s slack to deal with the rising tension 

in  Kargil. While he believes this, he hopes, in the long-term, that the Armed Forces, 

Government, and politicians can collaborate for a better India. Today, a heavy role rests 



on  Malik’s  shoulders - he is entrusted with planning and executing the Kargil 

operations. 

 

5. Chief of the Air Staff Anil Tipnis 

Four-star  Air Chief Marshal Tipnis currently serves as the Chief of the Air Staff, the 

highest  ranking office in the Indian Air Force (IAF). Before his time as a commanding 

officer,  Tipnis was a skilled fighter pilot, earning distinctions in exams. He climbed up 

the  ranks until his appointment to Chief of the Air Staff late last year. Tipnis has been 

informed  of the situation in Kargil and is beginning to plan appropriate operations. He 

has always been extremely dedicated to his duties, and he plans to be deeply involved in 

every  step of the planning and execution in Kargil. However, the last time IAF aircrafts 

were deployed for direct combat was in 1971, and Tipnis will have to ensure his pilots 

have sufficient training and resources to execute their missions in Kargil’s high 

altitudes. Right now, the IAF is fighting against the clock - the more time Indian forces 

utilize to prepare, the more ground the Pakistani forces will capture. 

 

6. Minister of Home Affairs Lal Krishna (L.K.) Advani 

Holding  the highest seniority in the Union Cabinet after the Prime Minister, Advani 

works to maintain India’s internal security. Advani has been described as “fair” and 

“able”, with many Muslims supporting his policies. As head of the Ministry of Home 

Affairs,  Advani extends financial support and guidance to the State governments. The 

Ministry of Home Affairs is comprised of several departments that are especially 



pertinent to India’s  security, especially when considering recent events in Kargil. These 

departments  include: Department of Border Management, which includes both land and 

coastal borders; Department of Internal Security, dealing with the police force and 

maintaining  law and order; and the Department of Jammu and Kashmir Affairs; dealing 

with constitutional provisions of the northerly state, but excluding manners under the 

Ministry of External Affairs’ jurisdiction.  

 

7. Minister of External Affairs Jaswant Singh 

Serving a brief position in the Rajyasabhas, and later Finance Minister, Jaswant Singh is 

currently serving as the Minister for External Affairs under Vajpayee’s cabinet. The 

Minister of External Affairs is the third-most senior member in the Union Council.  

Singh’s  central role is influencing the formation of India’s foreign policy. Especially with 

the  current ongoings in Kargil, and the conflict’s inevitable international influence, 

Singh  will play an indispensable role in interacting and communicating with other 

nations.  He will conduct state visits and represent India at the United Nations. When 

considering Indian-Pakistani relations, if India’s leaders turn to diplomacy rather than 

war, then Singh will take the lead in negotiations. With a long background in politics, 

Singh  is well known for his stringent political views, making his fellow politicians 

unfond  of him, and Singh distrusting and suspicious of them. 

 

 

 



8. Director of Intelligence Bureau (IB) Vishnu Dhavale* 

The  IB acts as India’s  central internal intelligence agency, gathering domestic 

intelligence,  particularly in border areas, and additionally focusing on 

counter-terrorism.  Law enforcement agencies, including the Police Services (IPS) and 

Revenue  Service (IRS) are comprised within the IB. The Director of the IB traditionally 

is a former four-star IPS officer, and the current Director is no exception. The IB is 

currently at odds with RAW, with all of India’s intelligence agencies attempting to pass 

the  blame of Kargil’s  intelligence failure. This banter precludes the intelligence agencies 

from  cooperating to provide optimal support in the upcoming Kargil operations. As the 

IB is mandated to collect intelligence in border areas, the Bureau will undoubtedly be 

occupied in the upcoming months, and infighting between India’s intelligence agencies 

would reduce the legitimacy of gathered intelligence.  

 

9. Director-General of Military Intelligence (MI) Anand Nan* 

The  Director-General is a Lieutenant General, reporting directly to the Vice Chief of 

Army  Staff. The MI acts as the Armed Forces’ exclusive intelligence agency. The 

Director-General works to execute the MI’s main activities: generating tactical and field 

intelligence  and investigating corruption within the Armed Forces. The MI is 

significantly  shorter-staffed than IB or RAW, with only about 4,000 personnel, and a 

smaller  budget to match. Recently, many politicians are turning to the Director-General, 

entrusting  him with intelligence operations over the Intelligence Bureau and RAW. 

Thus,  the Director-General has begun to push the limits of the MI mandate and has 



started expanding MI’s influence and its scope of operations in order to make sense of 

the  activities in Kargil. Both RAW and IB provided less than stellar intelligence in 

Kargil, and the MI will have to set to increasing its operations in order to adequately 

prepare  against the invading forces. Of course, this leaves the MI, IB, and RAW 

embroiled in a power struggle, especially after the recent intelligence failures. 

 

10. National Security Advisor Brajesh Mishra 

As  the Chief Executive of the National Security Council, Mishra serves as the Prime 

Minister’s  principal secretary and primary advisor on all matters relating to national 

and international security. The NSA accompanies the Prime Minister on Foreign State 

visits, and Mishra in particular held the position as India’s permanent representative to 

the  UN until 1981. On a domestic front, the Directors of IB and RAW directly report to 

Mishra, not the Prime Minister, thus making this a powerful position in India’s 

bureaucracy. Currently serving as India’s first National Security Advisor, Mishra will 

pave the way for an institutional structure for the next advisors to follow in his steps. 

Major responsibilities rest on the National Security Advisor’s shoulders: he must 

conduct all foreign policy and security maneuvers in India’s current tense climate. 

 

11. Minister of Information and Broadcasting Jaipal Reddy 

The  Minister of Information and Broadcasting (I&B) is a position in the cabinet, 

involving  greater responsibilities as the media develops in terms of technology and as an 

industry. The I&B’s  mandate encompasses overseeing advertising and visual publicity, 



managing  press relations on behalf of India’s Government and presenting its policies, 

disseminating information on matters of national importance, and coordinating 

international  information and mass media. The I&B Ministry must constantly grapple 

with criticisms against its censorship decisions. The I&B most often censors television if 

it has been determined the content is particularly controversial. At the head of the 

Ministry, it rests on Reddy’s shoulders to make the final call on these controversial and 

pressing decisions. Especially during times of war, the media holds great influence over 

shaping national sentiment and how other nations in the international community 

perceive India’s  news, and Reddy must determine what must be published or censored 

in  the media.  

 

12.  Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir Farooq Abdullah 

Entering  politics through his election into the Lok Sabha in 1980, Abdullah currently 

holds the position of Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir. Each state in India has its 

own  Chief Minister, acting as the elected head of government holding executive 

authority.  Seeing as Jammu and Kashmir has been a particularly contested state in 

South  Asia’s  politics, and recognizing the current tension in Kargil, the Chief Minister 

has been asked to join Kargil’s war cabinet. The other leaders are hoping that Abdullah 

can  bring a firsthand perspective in Kashmir’s affairs. While the war cabinet is focused 

on  the emerging combat in Kargil, they also wish to consider the larger conflict at hand: 

India  and Pakistan’s  dispute over Kashmir. With Abdullah’s voice and guidance, India’s 

leaders  are hopeful they can leverage support for liberating Kashmir.  



 

13.  Secretary of Defence Finance Ranjan Ojha* 

The  Finance Division is a department within the Ministry of Defence, specifically 

creating proposals for the defence budget’s expenditure. The Secretary possesses 

financial  control over introduced proposals and is responsible for auditing accounting 

procedures in the Finance Division. The Secretary has great influence over the budget, 

and this is especially important during wartime when defence spending is crucial. If the 

Ministry of Defence is unable to agree on a budget or pass a proposal, the Secretary 

often  has the last say. However, past secretaries have been accused of fraudulent 

activity, and it would be wise for the sitting Secretary to avoid these sorts of allegations 

as this position is under heavy scrutiny. The other ministries and Prime Minister keep a 

close watch on Defence Finance, wishing only the best for India’s defence.  

 

14.  Director General of Assam Rifles Motilal Vaikar* 

One  of India’s  impressive paramilitary forces, the Assam Rifles boast 50,000 personnel. 

This  skilled force focuses its efforts on conducting counter insurgency and border 

security operations. Especially during war time, the Assam Rifles have been known to 

assist combat forces and secure hazardous areas to establish defence lines. More 

recently,  the forces have been serving as peacekeepers  in Northern India, quelling 

unrest.  However, the force’s reputation has recently been tarnished with accusations of 

human  rights violation while serving this role. The Director General in particular has 

been  taking the brunt of these accusations. Reporting directly to the Ministry of Home 



Affairs,  it is in the Ministry’s advantage to settle these allegations in order to save the 

Assam  Rifles’  reputation and legitimacy. 

 

15.  Inspector General of Special Frontier Force (SFF) Sharad Vaknis* 

India’s  second paramilitary force, the covert Special Frontier Force, currently provides 

clandestine support for RAW and formerly providing support for the IB. SFF units often 

collaborate with RAW to conduct undercover intelligence gathering operations. With the 

help  of the CIA’s  resources and training, and the Aviation Research Center (ARC)’s 

facilities, the SFF is comprised of skilled units, with a total of 10,000 personnel 

specializing in mountain and jungle warfare. However, the SFF was originally focused 

on  guarding  the Indo-Chinese border and will have to switch gears if they are called 

upon  to operate in the severe climate and altitudes of Kargil, a feat they have never 

attempted.  The Inspector General reports directly to the RAW’s Director. In the past, 

the  Army’s  Generals did not respect the Inspector General and the SFF’s capabilities; 

however, the SFF have proved they are skilled soldiers. 

 

16.  Chief R&D Scientist of Department of Atomic Energy Chettur Parekh* 

The  Chief Research and Development (R&D) Scientist heads the R&D sector of the 

Department  of Atomic Energy (DAE). While the Prime Minister is in direct charge of the 

DAE  as a whole, the scientists work to develop nuclear power technologies. While also 

doing  research himself, the Chief Scientist manages the different developing projects 

under  the DAE. Additionally, the Chief Scientist is often called upon to present recent 



findings or technology releases to higher ups in the Indian government or military. 

During  these presentations, the Scientist is trusted to communicate the status of India’s 

nuclear  technology in a way that is not only accurate and reasonable, but 

understandable  to anyone in the government. With India possessing nuclear arms, the 

Chief Scientist may also be called in to provide facts and knowledge for diplomatic talks. 

 

17.  Head of Aviation Research Center (ARC) Vineet Thakur* 

The  ARC is a sub-branch of the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) and is tasked with 

providing  electronic and optic intelligence for military operations. In particular, the 

main  function of the ARC is to monitor India’s borders by conducting aerial surveillance 

from  high altitudes. Additionally, ARC aircraft are utilized to transport paramilitary 

units  when necessary. The IAF’s operations, especially airstrikes, rely heavily on the 

ARC’s  intelligence. Notably, the ARC has been called upon to investigate if Pakistani 

forces  really crossed the Line of Control (LoC) in violation with the border agreement. 

While these reconnaissance efforts are depended on by the military, the ARC has been 

criticized for its inadequate equipment, with satellite imaging equipment in particularly 

dubious conditions. This implies that the ARC’s intelligence cannot yet be used in order 

to  conduct airstrikes, and improvements are desperately needed. While RAW is taking 

the  heat for the alleged intelligence failure in Kargil, the ARC is facing the brunt of the 

accusation. 

 

 



18.  Flight Lieutenant of Technical Branch Dasra Bhatta* 

The  Technical Branch is a small unit within the Indian Air force (IAF), providing 

support  for day-to-day operations. Specifically, this branch oversees engineering efforts. 

Currently, the Flight Engineers have a choice of maintaining fighters, transports, or 

helicopters. In the long term, the Technical Branch can be expanded to provide research 

and development efforts to bolster the IAF’s aircraft weaponry. However, this will 

require  expanding the branch and human capital of the engineers. The Flight Lieutenant 

leads  this branch by managing projects and operations, as well as conducting daily 

inspections.  He manages his Section of engineers by supervising and instructing new 

Flight  Engineers. Many trainees like to join this branch because working as an engineer 

allows you to rise in military ranks faster than others. This leads the Flight Engineers to 

be overly  ambitious and difficult to direct. 

 

19.  Brigadier Surinder Singh 

As  Brigadier, Singh was well-respected in order to rise above the steep hierarchy of 

India’s  army. He was stationed in Kargil when the Pakistani forces executed their 

incursion. While formerly respected, he is currently obtaining criticism for failing to 

report  the Pakistani intrusion in Kargil. Not only is he taking the heat, but higher ups 

are  pointing to Brigadier Singh as the single point of failure in the Army. He argues he 

did issue early warnings; however, the high command in the Army chose to brush them 

aside. Singh feels the higher-ups have a false image of his performance on the 

battlefield; they all praised his performance before the incursion in Kargil but have now 



changed their opinion of him. This may be an indication of something greater than 

miscommunication, but rather an example of the nature of the Indian Army’s leadership 

hierarchy,  with a small group pulling the strings and attempting to cover their tracks. 

 

20.  Captain Saurabh Kalia 

Just  having completed training at India’s Military Academy, Captain Kalia was recently 

assigned to Kargil in the early months of this year as part of the Jat Regiment, a skilled 

infantry  regiment. In early May, Captain Kalia was patrolling the area in order to 

determine  if the snow had receded enough to allow troops to resume to their posts. It 

was during this time when he observed an intrusion of what appeared to be Pakistani 

forces,  and possibly other foreign mercenaries, on India’s side of the LoC. He was the 

first individual in the Indian Army to report seeing the Pakistani forces. Captain Kalia is 

in  the vulnerable position of patrolling Kargil’s borders as the Pakistani forces gain more 

ground.  The Jat Regiment will have to engage with the Pakistani forces if deemed 

necessary.  Fortunately, Captain Kalia is currently unharmed and awaiting deployment. 

 

21.  Captain Vikram Batra 

A  capable and fierce man, Batra commands the 13 Jammu and Kashmir Rifles battalion. 

Captain Batra is known to be a selfless commander, often valuing his soldiers’ lives 

above his own. However above all, Batra prides himself in his country and is a noble 

patriot, devoted to India’s cause. Batra’s commanding officers have placed their utmost 

faith  in him, and word is they are preparing the toughest operation for him and his 



battalion. While the mountainous terrain will prove challenging to overcome, the Army’s 

officers  entrust Captain Batra above all others to carry out the most difficult capture 

missions. Currently, Captain Batra and his battalion are ready to receive their briefing 

and deploy to the frontline.  

 

22.  Captain Yogender Singh Yadav  

An  eager  young man, Captain Yadav of the Army is currently enlisted in the infantry 

regiment,  18 Grenadiers. Among his peers, Yadav is known as an admirable leader by 

example  with great strength and skill in hand-to-hand combat. Among the other 

captains in the war cabinet, Captain Yadav is known to be the most skilled in combat. 

 He  is known to thrive in times of high-pressure when compared to most who would 

falter  in similar situations. Yadav has heard of the current situation in Kargil and is 

eager  to be assigned to a mission to take back India’s borders. His commanders have 

been  discussing how to best utilize his skills; they are confident he can drive back the 

Pakistani forces if given the opportunity to do so.  

 

23.  Squadron Leader Ajay Ahuja 

A  skilled fighter pilot in the IAF, Ahuja has recently been promoted to Squadron Leader. 

In  particular, his squadron specializes in photo-reconnaissance and will be an 

indispensable tool for gathering intelligence. Ahuja and his squadron are responsible for 

acquiring overhead photo intelligence of India’s borders. Initially, the squadron’s goal is 

to  identify where the Pakistani forces are currently stationed, and if they did in fact cross 



the  Indian side of the Line of Control. In the past, Ahuja has accumulated significant 

experience  in fighter bombers as well. Ahuja is well-respected among his fellow pilots, 

acting as an instructor and mentor to many of the new recruits, with them praising him 

as a top instructor. His superiors also praise his performance, trusting his judgement 

and skill. Ahuja has been described as a selfless and cheerful man, some warning that 

these  traits may be his downfall.  

 

24.  Flight Lieutenant Kambampati Nachiketa  

Flight  Lieutenant Nachiketa is a pilot of No. 9 Squadron in the Indian Air Force (IAF). A 

skilled commissioned pilot, 26-year old Nachiketa thrives in utilizing his wits and 

determination  in pressing situations. His Squadron Leader and other commanders have 

absolute faith in his capabilities. While the higher-ups are still formulating their 

strategies, Flight Lieutenant Nachiketa is the only fighter pilot in the war cabinet, and it 

can  be sure Nachiketa will see direct combat with his squadron. Currently, he is ready to 

be deployed at a moment’s notice. While inexperienced in Kargil’s high altitudes and 

climate, Nachiketa and his squadron are eager to test their skills.  

 

25.  Chief of the Naval Staff Sushil Kumar 

Kumar  is a four-star Admiral, and as Chief of the Naval Staff, he is the commander and 

highest  ranking office in the Navy. In this position, Kumar conducts operational 

commands  and strategy. Especially when considering the political climate, Kumar often 

meets  with politicians to discuss how the Navy can be utilized to gain leverage over 



Pakistan. Naval ships may be utilized as aircraft carriers or employed in blockades. 

However,  Kumar must tackle the challenge of formulating ways in which the Navy can 

aid the cause in Kargil, or even the larger issue at hand: Pakistani-Indian relations. In 

addition to Kargil’s  mountainous location not being near any large bodies of water, 

Kumar  will have to be innovative in order to utilize his forces’ powers. Currently, India’s 

Navy resources are lacking, especially compared to that of the Army or Air Force.  

 

26. Engineer-in-Chief of the Army Rahul Dhibar* 

The  Engineer-in-Chief heads the Corps of Engineers in the Army. Despite its name, the 

Corps  of Engineers function analogously to the infantry, except the Corps of Engineers 

is comprised of engineer regiments. The Combat Engineers Branch maneuvers the 

battlefield, constructing fortifications, such as bridges or track pads for the Army, or 

conversely,  setting obstacles, such as land mines or demolishing bridges to throw off the 

enemy.  The Military Engineer Services design, construct, and maintain all work 

accessories, such as dock installations or roads, necessary for the Armed Forces. The 

Engineer-in-Chief  organizes engineering efforts and manages the different engineering 

branches. He works on-call to take note of what fortifications are required and sets to 

assembling  the appropriate teams. 

 

27. Director of Training Air Command Gagan Harish*  

The  Director oversees the Indian Air Force’s flying and ground training efforts. After 

WWII, it became necessary for the IAF to become a self-sustaining force in South Asia, 



and the IAF expanded with technical training schools - raising the required skill level for 

pilots. Technically, the commander overseeing the Training Command is the Chief of the 

Air Staff; however, the Director is used to give a first-hand, on the ground, perspective 

of  the IAF’s  training. The Director coordinates all the training institutions and locations 

in  order to ensure all pilots are adequately trained for upcoming operations. Seeing as it 

is predicted that the IAF will be heavily used in Kargil and in upcoming years with the 

development  of new Air Force capabilities, Training Command will be indispensable in 

the  long run to ensure top-notch pilots graduate from training.  

 

28. Director of Air Force Meteorology Branch Kahoda Gandhi*  

The  Indian Air Force Meteorology Branch will be called upon regularly to ensure 

successful operations in Kargil. The Branch prepares weather forecasting reports for 

planned  flights and gives ideal days and times for flights given the weather on hand. 

Sometimes,  a meteorology report can make the difference between a successful or failed 

operation.  The Air Force usually depends heavily on this branch, and Kargil will require 

the  Meteorology Branch’s greatest effort yet. Considering the intense climate in Kargil, 

the  Meteorology Branch has been charged with organizing briefing materials for both 

the  Air Force and Army in order for soldiers to be prepared for the extreme environment 

they  will face. The hope is that these briefings will increase the success rate of India’s 

operations.  The Director of the Meteorology branch is charged with managing research 

efforts  and communicating reports to officers on the field.  

 



29. Head of Army Service Corps Naik Kumar  

As  a corps within the Army, the Service Corps (ASC) provides logistical support, such as 

providing  supplies and transportation services. The ASC provides support through 

procuring and distributing food and medical items that are also utilized in the Air force, 

Navy, and other paramilitary forces. Another great responsibility, especially with respect 

to  combat, is the transportation of ammunitions to the frontline. This often puts truck 

drivers in peril, with some getting ambushed by enemy convoys. Despite being truck 

drivers, all members of the Service Corps are trained soldiers of the Indian Army and 

have the skills to fend for themselves. Above all, the Corps is given large reign in order 

to  carry out any operation required to ensure smooth execution.  

 

30. Director of Maintenance Command Daas Goyal*  

Similar to Training Air Command, the Chief of the Air Staff technically oversees 

Maintenance Command; however, the Director is charged with organizing the logistical 

efforts  for repairing the Indian Air Force’s (IAF) aircraft. The Director often gets calls 

from  the front-line with reports of failed aircraft, and he then sets to organizing how to 

bring those aircraft back to maintenance headquarters in Nagpur. The Director is a 

hands-on individual and is often found on the floor assisting in identifying what 

requires  maintenance. In any war time situation, the Director is busy ensuring aircraft is 

adequately  repaired, overhauled, or maintained. The Director avoids having to declare 

an  aircraft as unfit for release, as utilizing existing aircraft can save funding and increase 

the  number of battle-ready aircraft.  



We appreciate your feedback about our conference. Please 
direct all inquiries and comments to our Secretary-General. 

Ankita Satpathy
Secretary-General
secretarygeneral@vamun.org
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VAMUN c/o The International Relations Organization at 
the University of Virginia 
PO Box 400435 
Newcomb Hall Station Charlottesville, VA 22904-4435
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